The Effect of Lemon Leaves Extract Treatment on the Nutrient Content and Microbial Properties of Dried Chanda (Chanda Nama)
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Abstract The experiment deals with the lemon leaves extract for chanda fish (Chanda nama) drying. The highest moisture percentage (56.80) and fat percentage (24.39) were observed in control chanda. In contrast, the highest moisture (12.14) and ash percentages (21.82) were observed in market chanda respectively. In addition, the lemon extract treated fishes were also subjected to biochemical composition. In case of control chanda, the highest moisture (8.66), fat (26.89), and ash percentage (15.10) were found that was treated by plant extract with hot water. In contrast, the highest protein (50.01) was achieved by the plant extract with ethanol samples. In case of market chanda, the highest moisture (8.67), protein (52.83), fat (17.52), and ash percentage (25.69) that was treated by plant extract with hot water. Microbial analysis was also conducted. Standard Plate Count (cfu/g), Total coliform (MPN/g), Total fungi (cfu/g) and E. coli are in the acceptable range in case of control chanda but not in market chanda. This study suggests the effectiveness of lemon leaves extract on fish drying as it’s retain beneficial quality after treated with several extracts. More field trial is needed to make it fruitful.
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1. Introduction

Since beginning, fish and fisheries play an important role in the life of Bangladeshi people [1,2]. The demand of fish consumption (20.44 kg / people / year) is high than the current fish consumption (17.52 kg / people / year) [3]. At present, 275 freshwater and 475 marine water fish species, 24 prawns and 36 species of shrimp is available in our country which show the richness of fish and other aquatic resources in our country [4,5]. Due to the availability and a cheap source of protein, rich source of mineral, fatty acid and so on fish are heavily used in the diet of people [6,7,8].

Many reasons affect the spoilage of fish such as temperature, microorganism, autolysis and so on. We have to reduce the rate of spoilage as early as possible after caught and increase the self life of fish [7]. There are various methods of increasing self life such as drying, smoking, salting, fermentation, etc which are found very effective and used all over the world [7,8,9].

Now a days it has been observed that fish treated with several plant extract or other cooking ingredients showed better performance than our traditional processing method. It has many advantages such as it’s a long time preservation method, availability of extract and for the retention of good beneficial property as well [7,8,9,10,11,12]. A lot of antimicrobials are present in animal and plant tissues which are found very effective in treating gastritis, chronic fatigue, poor circulation, rheumatism, diarrhea, menstrual problems, and leucorrhea [8,9].

The present study was carried out to evaluate the potentiality of lemon leaves extract on the dried fish product as to observe it can retain good beneficial property along with presence of microorganisms. Hence forth no study has been found using lemon leaves extract to produce dried fish. So the study might be help the future scientist, fish processors and the local people as a means of preservation process using such type of plant extracts.

2. Materials and Methods

Fresh looking of chanda fish (Chanda nama) were selected as raw materials for present study and the fish sample were collected directly from the fish processor and
was brought to the Fish Technology Research Section, Institute of Food Science and Technology (IFST), Bangladesh Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (BCSIR), Dhaka to carry out the investigation. Using tap water the fishes were cleaned degutted and washed again.

2.1. Collection of Plant Materials and Preparation of Plant Extracts

Lemon leaves were collected from BCSIR Campus, Dhanmondi, Dhaka. After collecting these plants, firstly these plants were separated from unwanted substances and washed properly and dried over night in oven at 40°C. After drying, they were powdered by Blender Machine. This is the prepared sample for extraction. These prepared powders were dissolved in 70% ethanol for 72 hours. Then these categories of extract were collected.

2.2. Formation of Treatment and Replica for the Experiment

Two types of chanda fish were collected. First one collected directly from the fish processor (raw condition) is termed as control chanda (T₁) and another one collected from the market is called market chanda (T₂). Both were mixed with lemon plants extract, ethanol and hot water. Thus we have two treatments (6 replica, 3 from each).

2.3. Microbiological Test and Proximate Composition

The microbial analysis was done by standard plate count (cfu/g), Total coliform (MPN/g), E. coli (MPN/g) and Total Fungi (cfu/g) [13]. The moisture and ash contents of the fish were determined by AOAC method [14]. The protein content of the fish samples were determined by Kjeldhal method. The fat content of the fish samples was determined by Bligh and Dyer method [15]. The analysis was conducted simply using Microsoft Office 2007.

3. Results

Fishes are highly perishable food and necessary conservation for future use [16,17,18]. Objective of all these methods is the same to extend the useful life of the fish so that the fish can be used properly in future. One such method is the "drying", the oldest known method of preserving non-perishable food such as fish. In Bangladesh, sun drying is the preferred method for preserving fish as it is less expensive method. Table 1 represents the proximate composition of raw chanda fish. The highest moisture percentage (56.80) and fat percentage (24.39) were observed in control chanda. In contrast, the highest moisture percentage (12.14) ash percentages (21.82) were observed in market chanda respectively.

In addition, the lemon extract treated fishes were also subjected to biochemical composition. Table 2 represents the proximate composition of lemon extract treated chanda fish.

In addition, some microbial analysis was also carried to see the extent of viability of the treated food item (Table 3).

From Table 3 it has been observed that, all the parameters Standard Plate Count (cfu/g), Total coliform (MPN/g), Total fungi (cfu/g) and E. coli are in acceptable range in case of control chanda but not in market chanda. This indicates that, control chanda treated with lemon extract are in better food condition than the market chanda. It is unknown, why the lemon extracts do not exert much influence on market chanda.
4. Discussion

Hence forth much evidence shows good performance of using plant extract for long term fish preservation. Besides, the extract of plant shows good activities against the microorganisms [8,19,20,21,22]. To observe the biochemical composition, at first the raw fishes have been subjected to moisture, protein, fat and ash determination. Later after treatment, again treated fishes were subjected to biochemical composition (moisture, protein, fat and ash determination). In case of raw fishes, the highest moisture (56.80) and fat percentage (24.39) were observed in market chanda. For the most of the fishes, the highest portion was accompanied by moisture and later by protein content and this may according to the season, collection place, sex, sizes, weight and even in within and between species [3,4,5,7,8,12].

To have a new taste and flavor, several ingredients can be added in any type of preservation method since ancient time in Bangladesh and also other countries of world. So a new fish food item can be prepared after mixing some of the ingredients and that may be eaten as a ready food item. But it should be flavorsome and tasty as like other dried fish. In addition, it should have longer shelf life. Owing to view this, fish can be preserved through icing, drying, smoking, salting and so on. Among them sun drying or simply drying can be made easily using sun light only. And it has longer life storage than some other preservation method. Normally for preservation salt is used as preservative [7,8,9,10,11,12]. But in our experiment, we add some lemon leaves extract with salt to append some flavor and a new smell.

After adding lemon extract, fishes were dried into sun. In case of control chanda, the highest moisture (8.66), fat (26.89), and ash percentage (15.10) were found that was treated by plant extract with hot water. In contrast, the highest protein (50.01) was achieved by the plant extract with ethanol samples. In case of market chanda, the highest moisture (8.67), protein (52.83), fat (17.52), and ash percentage (25.69) that was treated by plant extract with hot water. The result suggest that in all case lemon plant extract treated with hot water shows better performance than the lemon plant extract treated with ethanol. The reason is still unknown why market chanda treated with lemon extract and ethanol showed poor performance than the control chanda. It may be said that, when chanda is dried openly in the market for commercial purposes, hygienic condition is not ensured but in our laboratory facilities we were very careful during making such type of product. It is more evident after dried in the sun with extract. A lot of biochemical changes have been observed before and after evaluation of biochemical composition. Similar type of microbiological result also suggests and strongly recommends our obtained result.

Besides, it shows effectiveness to make such type of dried food. Similar type of study was conducted by Begum et al. [10] to the effectiveness of tejpata leaves extract on dried control & experimental kachki fish. They found that tejpata leaves extract constitute a feasible treatment option for use in dried fish due to their natural antimicrobials, easy availability in tropical countries and low cost to the consumer. All the estimated parameter was very favorable to health.

At last the fishes were subjected to the microbial analysis which is another powerful technique to identify whether the fish suits for health or not [9]. It has been observed that, all the parameters Standard Plate Count (cfu/g), Total coliform (MPN/g), Total fungi (cfu/g) and E. coli are in the acceptable range in case of control chanda but not in market chanda. This indicates that, control chanda treated with lemon extract are in better food condition than the market chanda. It is unknown, why the lemon extracts do not exert much influence on market chanda. Begum et al. [7] has observed less number of microorganism in case of smoked pangas. She found that TVC (cfu g-1) was absent in two treatments where the treatments were made with salt and garlic only and total coliform with E. coli was same and Salmonella was absent in both of them. Hussain et al. [9] found lowest microbial content in case of smoked hilsha treated with 10% salt, garlic and with coriander. The microbial load has a strong relationship with storage time and temperature [23].

The present research finding will help to evaluate more plant leaves extract to treat with fish and more helpful in fish preservation method. More research should be carried out in this case. As it retained beneficial quality for health, so further field trial is needed to make it more popular among people.
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